A: Sequence of Events, Field Recovery of Mines

Arrival on site, followed by orientation and safety briefing

The team moves into the field, complete with PPE and medic

The deminer confirms location of each mine and begins excavation

The deminer ceases excavation as soon as the mine is visible

The recovery team continues to uncover the mine with minimal disturbance

Review of objectives and formulation of mine recovery plan

A deminer confirms location of each mine and begins excavation
A complete photographic record is made as the mine is uncovered.

The temperature of the ground near the mine is measured.

Soil from the ground in contact with the mine casing is recovered and labeled.

The mine is removed from the ground, disarmed and examined.

Every step of the process is recorded, along with the coordinates of the mine.

Recovered mines, complete with detonators, are packaged for transportation.